CLF1 Leveling Base with 015 Mounting Arm

To install the CLF1 leveling base onto the 015 mounting arm, a set of three screws (included with the 015) and a set of three adjusting bolts (included with CLF1) are required.
Use the three screws to attach the CLF1 to the 015 loosely.

Use the three bolts to level the CLF1. Once the CLF1 is level tighten it into place with the three screws.
Set of 2 SP LITE fixing bolts included with the CLF1.

Use the set of 2 SP LITE fixing bolts to mount the SP LITE to the CLF1.

NOTE: A set of 2 CM3 fixing bolts is also included with the CLF1. These would only be used if a CM3 is used with the CLF1.

NOTE: A mounting kit leveling fixture set of nuts and bolts is included with the CLF1. This is not required to mount the CLF1 to the 015.